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The story behind the brand ….

As the name Plantophile indicates we are lovers of plants in the first place
but we also love home accessories and we build our collection by combining
those two. In the new collection we offer In addition to our Green Lifestyle
range, accessories and pots & plants separately to allow our customers to
mix and match.

In the two years since the founding of Plantophile we have built up a good
and fruitful business in several European countries and we are very grateful
to all our partners. Our main goal for the upcoming season is to create more
brand awareness and therefore we will be concentrating on marketing and
Social Media. Hopefully we can rely on you to help us share, like and post.

We are looking forward to a friendly and fruitful collaboration with all our
partners. Wishing you all a good season in terms of sales and pleasure in
business.

Kind regards,
The Plantophile team

terrarium collection

PP0083

PP0070

PP0071

Ø: 21 cm - ↕: 30 cm - MOQ: 3

Ø: 26 cm - ↕: 25 cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 30 cm - ↕: 30 cm - MOQ: 2

PP0082

PP0077

PP0078

Ø: 30 cm - ↕: 40 cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 19 cm - ↕: 20 cm - MOQ: 3

Ø: 19 cm - ↕: 30 cm - MOQ: 3

PP0085

PP0084

Ø: 23 cm - ↕: 25 cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 25 cm - ↕: 35 cm - MOQ: 2

PP0073

Ø: 11 cm - ↕: 30 cm - MOQ: 6

Care instructions terrariums :
The semi self-sufficient terrariums (SS) are build up differently and have a micro climate inside. The plants
release oxygen that will be transferred into humidity. The plants create enough humidity on themselves mostly
even too much, this will not be regulated by itself. It is important to open the deck for a couple of hours when there
is too much humidity on the inside of the terrarium.
In case of too much humidity mould can appear. Most of time the plants can be (partially) saved if you open the
lid longue enough, you can take of the leaves and branches that have mould. You can easily replace one of the
plants in case of severe mould. The plants will grow and in the right atmosphere they can grow very quickly.
All plants in the terrariums can be trimmed with regular scissors. All our terrariums are built with special
plants that are able to live in a closed environment.
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terrarium collection

PP0030

PP0016

PP0035

Ø: 30 cm - ↕: 40 cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 21 cm - ↕: 25 cm - MOQ: 3

Ø: 16 cm - ↕: 15 cm - MOQ: 6

PP0056

PP0055

PP0054

Ø: 27cm - ↕: 48cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 22cm - ↕: 40cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 17cm - ↕: 24cm - MOQ: 6

PP0062

PP0061

PP0060

Ø: 27cm - ↕: 48cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 22cm - ↕: 40cm - MOQ: 2

Ø: 17cm - ↕: 24cm - MOQ: 6

place in a
shaded area

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

Care instructions terrariums :
NOTterrariums (S) are build up with special materials that create a real ECO system inside the
The self-sufficient
17 - 25 °C
EDIBLE!
bottle. Those terrariums must be closed two weeks after the production date (date is on the label) to be never
opened again. It is a real forest in a bottle, this means that brown leaves can appear and fall off, this will be
compost for the ECO
system. In extreme cases, like extreme heath there can be occasionally too much humidity
NOT
place in a
17 - 25 °C
shaded area
and in this caseEDIBLE!
you can open the lid for a couple of hours.

place in a
sunny or
shaded
17 - 25 area
°C
NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

NOT
EDIBLE!

NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOTin a
place
EDIBLE!
shaded area
17 - 25 °C

ATTENTION

water

2x
p/mth
roots
must
stay submerged

Please make sure that your terrarium gets some daylight.

NOT
EDIBLE!

ATTENTION

17 - 25 °C
The
best temperature is between 15-25 degrees.
ATTENTION

Do not place your terrarium just above the heater.
roots must

stay submerged
condense?
open until
dried up

condense?
open until
dried up
®

condense?
open until
dried up
®

plant-deco collection

PP0079

PP0080

PP0081

Ø: 7 cm - ↕: 10 cm - MOQ: 12

Ø: 8,5 cm - ↕: 12 - 25 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 12 cm - ↕: 12 - 25 cm - MOQ: 6

Care instructions potted plants:
All our plants have been selected on their low care. The Cactus is a very beautiful and easy plant. Giving a small
amount of water once every 2 weeks is sufficient. They like to be in the sun but can also do without.
The succulents are very easy to care for too. Just give them a little water once every 2 weeks and they don’t
necessarily need sunlight. Just don’t give them too much water.
The green plants need a little water once a week. They’ll do well in light but will also survive in a dark place.

PP0052

PP0053

PP0076

Ø: 8,5 cm - ↕: 15 - 18 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 12 cm - ↕: 21 - 30 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 16 cm - ↕: 35 cm - MOQ: 8

PP0039

PP0050

PP0095

Ø: 9 cm - ↕: 15 - 18 cm - MOQ: 7

Ø: 9 cm - ↕: 15 - 18 cm - MOQ: 7

Ø: 7 cm - ↕: 12 cm - MOQ: 8
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air plant collection

PP0007

PP0006

PP0011 - PP0010

Ø: 8 cm - ↕: 15 - 30 cm - MOQ: 12

Ø: 5 - 15 cm - ↕: 15 cm - MOQ: 8

Ø: 3 cm - ↕: 15 cm - MOQ: 24
Ø: 5 cm - ↕: 18 cm - MOQ: 16

place in a
shaded area

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

Care instructions air-plants:
place in a
sunny or
shaded
17 - 25 area
°C

As the name indicates, these plants are nurtured by the atmospheric humidity in their natural environment
(tropical forests). In bathrooms the air-plants can live and grow without any additional watering. In our living
rooms or comparable
spaces in terms of atmosphere they will need some extra help. They need to be vaporised
NOT
place in a
17 - 25 °C
shaded area
every two weeks.EDIBLE!
NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

NOT
EDIBLE!

NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOTin a
place
EDIBLE!
shaded area
17 - 25 °C

ATTENTION

water

2x
p/mth
roots
must
stay submerged

Like all plants, the air-plants love sunlight but they don’t need it to survive.

NOT
EDIBLE!

ATTENTION

17 - 25 °C
The
best temperature is between 15-25 degrees.
ATTENTION

Do not water the air-plants in closed bottles. They are self-sufficient and water will cause mould.
roots must

stay submerged
condense?
open until
dried up

condense?
open until
dried up

clusia collection

condense?
open until
dried up

place in a
shaded area

place in a
sunny or
shaded
17 - 25 area
°C

PP0028

PP0072

Ø: 4 cm - ↕: 20 cm - MOQ: 30

Ø: 12 cm - ↕: 42 cm - MOQ: 6

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

NOT
EDIBLE!

Care instructions Clusia (sprout) in water :

The Clusia sprout always needs to be with his roots in the water, but be careful that the plants/leave do not get
under water
(only
the roots). When the plant gets too big for the tube, you can easily trim it with regular scissors.
NOT
place in a
17 - 25 °C
EDIBLE!
shaded area
You can also plant the Clusia in a pot with regular potting soil, the tube can then be used to make new sprouts.
17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

17 - 25 °C

NOT
EDIBLE!

place in a
shaded area
17 - 25 °C

water

2x
p/mth
roots
must
stay submerged

The Clusia loves sunlight but they don’t need it to survive.
17 - 25 °C

ATTENTION

The best temperature is between 15-25 degrees.
ATTENTION

roots must

stay submerged
condense?
open until
dried up

condense?
open until
dried up
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accesoires

PP0086 (pots)

PP0087 (pots)

PP0088 (pots)

Ø: 7 cm - ↕: 8 cm - MOQ: 24

Ø: 10 cm - ↕: 12 cm - MOQ: 12

Ø: 14 cm - ↕: 17 cm - MOQ: 12

PP0092 (pot + hanger)

PP0090

PP0091

Ø: 16 cm - ↕: 50 cm - MOQ: 4

Ø: 18 cm - ↕: 35 cm - MOQ: 4

Ø: 45 cm - ↕: 45 cm - MOQ: 4

PP0093

PP0094

PP0089

Ø: 12 cm - ↕: 25 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 12 cm - ↕: 25 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 8 cm - ↕: 9 cm - MOQ: 24

PP0096

PP0097

PP0098 (hanger)

Ø: 20,5 cm - ↕: 2 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 27 cm - ↕: 3 cm - MOQ: 6

Ø: 27 cm - ↕: 3 cm - MOQ: 6
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Please visit us at: www.plantophile.com

